
Behind the Business

“  We needed more from our contact centre; better reporting, 
multi-channel processing and interoperability with our existing 
systems that would help us respond more effi ciently to the 
2,000 a day customer enquiries.”

 Andrea McKenzie, Group Manager – Customer Contact, Auckland Transport
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Traffi c congestion is the single 
biggest problem facing Auckland 
and with the population set to 
rise by another million over the 
next 30 years, Auckland Transport 
is making bold changes to the 
region’s public transport services.
Andrea McKenzie, Group Manager of customer 
contact says Auckland Transport will be key in 
supporting Aucklanders as more frequent, 
more connected bus, train and ferry travel is 
introduced to cope with increasing patronage.

“There’s some pretty big transport and 
roading changes over the coming years, 
there will be new ticketing and fares, new 
timetables and connections,” she said. 
“We recognise how instrumental our contact 
centre will be in supporting our customers 
through this step – change.”

Partnering with the best

However, Andrea says its contact centre 
technology was not providing the kind of 
service the organisation aspired to and a 
big part of this was due to our out-of-date 
and unsupported contact centre technology.

Following a request for a proposal to a 
number of providers, Auckland Transport 
chose Spark and partners Interactive 
Intelligence to deliver a customisable, 
single-platform contact centre solution 
that is managed around the clock.

“Spark gave us the confi dence, it has the expertise 
to deliver a solution that would help us to better 
understand our customers, respond more effi ciently 
to their needs and operate with more agility as we 
carry out large-scale developments.”

About Auckland Transport:
• Founded 1 November 2010

• Largest of the Council Controlled 
Organisations

• Combines the transport functions of the 
eight former Auckland local authorities 
and the Auckland Regional Transport 
Authority (ARTA)

• Responsible for the operation, maintenance, 
design and construction of transport 
infrastructure and transport services

• 1400 staff across Auckland City and 
North Shore locations

• 70 contact centre agents, peaking to 160

• Assets total $11.5 billion including 8,000km 
of roads, 850 bridges, 105,000 street lights, 
1,600 bus shelters and 58 rail stations and 
ferry terminals
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CONTACT CENTRE 
Thanks to Spark’s Contact Centre Solutions.

“  The managed service and 24/7 
proactive operational support 
provided by Spark ensures 
our contact centre is always 
‘on’ for our customers.”

  Andrea McKenzie, Group Manager – 
Customer Contact, Auckland Transport
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On the right track

Andrea shares some of the features making a 
difference to the service customers have been 
receiving over the last year since Auckland 
Transport implemented its new contact centre.

“Voice routing is helping to improve the speed  
at which calls are answered and any customers  
that don’t get connected immediately are given  
an estimated wait time and in some instances,  
a call-back option.”

“The workforce management tools are particularly 
useful,” she adds. “Tools like call recording 
is enabling us to focus on the quality of our 
conversations with customers, especially as we 
have our agents listen back to their own calls and 
undertake self-assessments.”

Driving developments

Auckland Transport appreciates it must adapt to  
the changing way customers wish to interact and 
has put in place plans to leverage many more of  
the features that their contact centre can enable.

Andrea says all written enquiries will soon be 
routed through its new contact centre solution and 
this will enable a much faster response time and 
provide a level of service not otherwise possible.

“We would also like to introduce web chat in 
time for the new journey planner arriving late 
this year,” she adds. “And we are also looking at 
enabling automated IVR, email and SMS outbound 
campaigns and centralising all social media 
through the contact centre – steps that will help 
us support the community throughout Auckland’s 
evolving transport network.” finishes Andrea.

Spark supplies a range of telecommunication 
and IT solutions to Auckland Transport including, 
network, mobility and data centre services.

Spark is currently working on integrating  
Skype for Business with the organisations  
existing Lync solution. It will reduce the need  
for staff to travel between sites by making  
video conferencing available from meeting  
rooms and personal devices.
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Choosing Contact Centre Solution from Spark means choosing a people- 
centred solution that is simple, connected, flexible and secure.

If you’re ready to create better connections for your customers,  
speak to your Client Manager or call us on: 

“  We turned off our old solution 
one evening and switched on 
our new one – it all worked 
liked clockwork and I take my 
hat off to the Spark team as it 
was such a big project, I was 
just not expecting it to run all 
so smoothly.”

  Andrea McKenzie, Group Manager –  
Customer Contact, Auckland Transport


